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Human Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) cases were de-
tected primarily in the Middle East before a major outbreak occurred
in South Korea in 2015. The Korean outbreak was initiated by a
single infected individual, allowing studies of virus evolution in the
absence of further MERS-CoV introduction into human populations.
In contrast, MERS is primarily a camel disease on the Arabian Penin-
sula and in Africa, with clinical disease in humans only in the former
location. Previous work identified two mutations in the South Ko-
rean MERS-CoV, D510G and I529T on the Spike (S) protein, that led
to impaired binding to the receptor. However, whether these muta-
tions affected virulence is unknown. To address this question, we
constructed isogenic viruses expressing mutations found in the S
protein from Korean isolates and showed that isogenic viruses car-
rying the Korean MERS-CoV mutations, D510G or I529T, were atten-
uated in mice, resulting in greater survival, less induction of
inflammatory cytokines, and less severe lung injury. In contrast, iso-
genic viruses expressing S proteins from African isolates were nearly
fully virulent; other studies showed that West African camel isolates
carry mutations in MERS-CoV accessory proteins, which may limit
human transmission. These data indicate that following a single-
point introduction of the virus, MERS-CoV S protein evolved rapidly
in South Korea to adapt to human populations, with consequences
on virulence. In contrast, the mutations in S proteins of African iso-
lates did not change virulence, indicating that S protein variation
likely does not play a major role in the lack of camel-to-human trans-
mission in Africa.
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Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV)
is a zoonotic virus first identified in Saudi Arabia in 2012

(1). According to the World Health Organization, as of January
2020, cases of MERS-CoV have been reported in 27 countries,
with 2,494 laboratory-confirmed cases and 858 deaths since Sep-
tember 2012 (2). Outbreaks in Middle East countries constitute
the vast majority of reported cases (3), while around 10% of the
reported cases were documented outside of Middle East coun-
tries, initiated by travelers from this location (4). Such an outbreak
took place in South Korea, where 186 confirmed cases and 38
deaths occurred from May to July 2015 (5, 6). Intriguingly, the
South Korean outbreak is the only documented major outbreak
outside of Middle East countries thus far and allows studies of
single-point introduction of MERS-CoV into a naïve human
population. A possible explanation for the widespread and rapid
outbreak in Korea was the emergence of mutant viruses with
enhanced infectivity or transmission in humans (5). Two non-
synonymous mutations (D510G and I529T) in the receptor-binding
domain (RBD) of the Spike (S) protein, which binds to the
dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4) receptor to enter cells, were identi-
fied only in South Korean isolates (5–7) (Fig. 1A).
While most isolates contained just one of these mutations,

double mutants were occasionally identified, although never as

the predominant isolate (6). Paradoxically, structural predictions
showed that D510G and I529T mutations are energetically un-
favorable for optimal interaction between the S protein and
DPP4 (5). In vitro and cell binding assays using mutant S protein
showed reduced binding affinity to the human DPP4 (hDPP4)
receptor, while pseudotyped viruses carrying mutant S proteins
exhibit reduced entry in human cell lines (5, 8). Furthermore,
viral isolates encoding T529 formed smaller plaques than WT
virus (6). In addition, these mutations were reported to be mod-
estly resistant to anti–MERS-CoV neutralizing antibodies and
monoclonal antibodies that target different epitopes of the RBD
(5, 8). It was therefore suggested that MERS-CoV tolerated
compromised viral fitness in order to evade preexisting antibody
responses (5). Characterization of mutations identified in the S
protein of the South Korean outbreak in the context of viral in-
fection would directly establish the role of the two mutations in
virulence and would contribute to the understanding of virus
evolution.
In contrast to South Korea, where the outbreak was caused by

introduction of virus through a single patient, MERS-CoV is
endemic among camels in Africa (9–12). There have been no
reports of clinically apparent human MERS in Africa. Previ-
ous reports suggested that camel MERS-CoV in Africa are
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phylogenetically different from viruses in the Arabian Peninsula
but remain antigenically similar in microneutralization tests (11).
Clade C1 MERS-CoV in North and West Africa share unique
genetic features involving deletions in the ORF4b gene (11).
This may account for the inability of African camel viruses to
cause disease in humans, as ORF4b is known to suppress innate
immune responses (13–16). One study that compared pseudo-
viruses coated with S proteins from West African isolates to
those coated with the prototypic EMC (Erasmus Medical Cen-
ter) S protein revealed no differences in viral entry (17).
In order to understand virus evolution in humans infected with

SARS-CoV-2, or as an example of another type of respiratory
virus, influenza A virus (IAV), we must take both interhuman
spread and, in the case of IAV, periodic introduction of virus

from zoonotic hosts (birds and swine) into consideration. How-
ever, these processes cannot easily be separated. The identifi-
cation of two different patterns of MERS-CoV spread (single-
source introduction versus endemic spread in camels with oc-
casional zoonotic spillover) allows studies of virus adaptation not
easily performed with SARS-CoV-2 or IAV. Based on SARS-
CoV-2 evolution (18–20), one might predict that MERS-CoV in
the Korean outbreak would evolve to be more transmissible, with
minimal change in virulence. Despite previous reports charac-
terizing the S protein mutations that were selected in South
Korean patients and in African camels, their effects on virulence
in vivo remain largely unknown.
Here, we investigated the effects of the mutations in the S

protein on MERS-CoV virulence. For these experiments, we

A
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Fig. 1. D510G and I529T lead to impaired entry and attenuation in vitro independent of S1/S2 cleavage. (A) Schematic diagram showing MERS-CoV genome.
Region of the S protein is magnified. Mutations are shown by upright or inverted triangles. Red and purple inverted triangles represent mutations in Korean
isolate and Nigeria camel isolate, respectively; blue and yellow upright triangles represent mutations in Ethiopia (Ethi-126 isolate carries an extra mutation,
P515L compared to Ethi-118 isolate) and Morocco camel isolates, respectively; black inverted triangles represent mutations in Burkina Faso camel isolate;
white inverted triangle represents V26A mutation that is present in all five Africa camel isolates. (B) Indicated cell lines were transduced with VSV pseu-
doviruses expressing MERS-CoV Spike variants as shown. At 18 h posttransduction, cells were lysed and luciferase levels were measured. vec, VSV particles with
no surface glycoprotein. Data are representative of three independent experiments. Statistical significance was determined by two-tailed Student’s t test,
where *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. Bars represent mean and error bars represent SEM. (C) Vero 81 and Huh-7 cells were infected with WT and mutant
MERS-CoV at an MOI of 0.01. Cells and supernatant were frozen at the indicated time points. Virus titers were determined by plaque assay. Data are rep-
resentative of two independent experiments. Data points represent geometric mean and error bars represent geometric SD. (D) Cell-free WT and mutant
MERS-CoV were incubated at 37 °C for the indicated durations. The virus titers were then determined by plaque assay at the end of the incubation period and
normalized to initial virus titers (T = 0). Data were pooled from two independent experiments. Data points represent mean and error bars represent SEM.
Areas under the curve were calculated. P = 0.0505 represents P value when rMA-WT and rMA-I529T AUC values were compared.
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used mice genetically modified to enable MERS-CoV infection
(hDPP4-knockin; hDPP4-KI mice). Using reverse genetics, we
generated isogenic recombinant MERS-CoV on a mouse-adapted
MERS-CoV (MA-WT) background to pinpoint the role of the
Korean and African S protein mutations in pathogenesis in the
absence of other mutations (21, 22). Our results indicated that
isogenic recombinant mouse-adapted MERS-CoV carrying only
the D510G or I529T mutations identified in the Korean isolate S
proteins resulted in attenuation of the virus in vivo. In contrast,
those carrying the AfricanMERS-CoVmutations did not manifest
signs of significant attenuation, suggesting that the mutations on
the S protein are not a major cause of the lack of significant
clinical infection observed in Africa.

Results
D510G and I529T Mutations Result in Impaired Viral Entry and
Compromised Viral Fitness In Vitro. Initially, we generated and
characterized three mutant S proteins on the background of the
S protein of MA-WT (MA-S), two of which were singly mutated
(D510G or I529T) and a third that was a double mutant carrying
both D510G and I529T (DM) (21). MA-WT was developed
through repeated lung passage of the parental virus (EMC/2012),
which caused only mild disease in susceptible mice, resulting in a
virulent virus in mice that encodes two mutations in the S protein
(N222D and S749R) that are required for this virulence (21).
Upon transfection into HEK293T cells, all proteins were expressed
and cleaved as detected by α-S1 antibody (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A),
suggesting that the mutations did not affect S1/S2 cleavage. Next,
we assayed viral entry using vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV)-
pseudotyped viruses carrying the various S mutations. In previous
studies, the D510G and I529T mutations were suggested to reduce
viral entry by weaker binding to DPP4, but only when DPP4 levels
were low (8). However, the role of cell surface protease TTSP
family TMPR serine 2 (TMPRSS2) on these mutations was not
addressed. We therefore used three different cell lines for our
investigations. Huh-7 cells express higher levels of hDPP4 than
Vero and Calu-3 cells, but Calu-3 cells express higher levels of
TMPRSS2 than Huh-7 cells. Vero cells express very little
TMPRSS2 (23, 24). VSV pseudotyped with VSV-G (VSV-G)
transduced all three cell lines efficiently, while “bald” VSV par-
ticles with no surface glycoprotein transduced cells minimally
(mock). D510G and I529T mutations reduced pseudovirus entry
in Vero and Calu-3 cells, with the I529T mutation resulting in the
greatest reduction. Entry was further impaired in the double
mutant in all cell lines compared to the two single mutants (Fig.
1B). Consistent with previous reports, entry into Huh-7 cells was
essentially identical for all S protein variants, suggesting that the
D510G and I529T mutations had no effects on entry when DPP4
expression was abundant (8). In addition, viral entry was lower
in Calu-3 cells than in Huh-7 cells despite higher levels of
TMPRSS2, indicating that the abundance of DPP4 largely dic-
tated the entry for both mutants, as TMPRSS2 could not com-
pensate for the impaired entry that was observed in the context of
low DPP4 expression.
Next, we characterized the mutations in the context of au-

thentic MERS-CoV. To do this, using reverse genetics, D510G
and I529T mutations were individually introduced or introduced
in combination into MA-WT resulting in three isogenic recombi-
nant viruses (22). Viruses were propagated in Huh-7 cells and
plaqued on Vero 81 cells. S protein cleavage was unaffected by
these mutations, since we detected largely equivalent amounts of
S1 and S2 subunits when concentrated MERS-CoV carrying the
mutant S proteins were analyzed by Western blot (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1B). The presence of the D510G and I529T mutations
resulted in delayed plaque formation (SI Appendix, Fig. S1C).
rMA-WT (MA-WT) infection resulted in clear, round plaques by
3 d postinfection (dpi), with a further increase in size at 4 dpi.
However, rMA-D510G infection resulted in plaques only at 4 dpi.

rMA-I529T infection showed even more delayed plaque forma-
tion wherein plaques were seen only at 5 dpi and these plaques
had irregular borders. We detected no visible plaques at any time
in cells infected with the double mutant (rMA-DM), indicating
that the combination of D510G and I529T significantly compro-
mised viral fitness.
To determine replication kinetics of these viruses, Vero and

Huh-7 cells were infected at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of
0.01 with the indicated viruses and samples were obtained up to
72 h postinfection (hpi). The double mutant was not further
evaluated as no plaques could be observed even after 5 d of
incubation. rMA-WT replicated to the highest titers at all time
points. rMA-WT replicated 100- to 1,000-fold better than either
rMA-D510G or rMA-I529T at all time points in Huh-7 cells. In
Vero cells, rMA-D510G replicated to similar levels as rMA-WT
except at 48 hpi, while the titers of rMA-I529T were around 10-
to 100-fold lower at all time points. The apparent discrepancy
between levels of S protein (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B) and infec-
tious virus titers (Fig. 1C) suggested that there was a discrepancy
between numbers of particles and PFUs, consistent with an ef-
fect of the mutations on virus stability in addition to impacting
DPP4 binding.

MA-I529T Is More Resistant to Temperature-Driven Impairment. Since
the mutant viruses showed compromised viral fitness in cell
culture and an increased particle/PFU ratio, we next assessed
whether factors other than reduced binding affinity for hDPP4
contributed to attenuation. We tested the thermostability of the
mutant viruses by incubating viruses at 37 °C for up to 6 h and
measuring virus titers. We observed a greater reduction in in-
fectivity of rMA-WT and rMA-D510G compared to rMA-I529T,
suggesting that rMA-I529T was more thermostable (Fig. 1D).
Together, these results suggest that I529T results in increased
rMA-I529T stability, possibly enhancing survival in the human
airway but at the cost of diminishing entry into host cells (25).

MA-D510G and MA-I529T Are Attenuated In Vivo. To assess the
virulence of the mutant viruses in vivo, we infected hDPP4-KI
mice with a nonlethal dose of 200 PFU of virus. rMA-WT– and
rMA-D510G–infected mice lost around 15% of their weight by day
5 postinfection. rMA-D510G–infected mice started to recover by 6
dpi and reached close to 100% of initial weight by 9 dpi, while
rMA-WT–infected mice showed delayed recovery at 8 dpi and
reached only 90% of initial weight by 12 dpi. rMA-I529T-infected
mice did not show any weight loss during the course of the ex-
periment (Fig. 2A). We next challenged hDPP4-KI mice with 1,000
PFU of viruses per mouse. rMA-WT–infected mice showed sig-
nificant weight loss and all succumbed to infection by 7 dpi. rMA-
D510G–infected mice lost around 20% of weight and fewer than
50% of these mice survived the infection. In stark contrast, rMA-
I529T–infected mice did not exhibit any weight loss or death after
challenge with an equivalent dose of virus (Fig. 2B).
To further characterize the infection, we harvested lungs at 2

and 5 dpi for virus titers and pathological analysis after infection
with 1,000 PFU. The levels of viral genomic RNA (gRNA)
measured by ORF1a abundance and of subgenomic mRNA
assessed by N mRNA abundance were largely the same on day 2
postinfection in mice infected with the three variants. At 5 dpi,
the levels of gRNA in rMA-D510G–infected mice were only
2-fold lower than rMA-WT, while those of gRNA and N mRNA
in rMA-I529T–infected lungs were 10-fold lower than rMA-WT
(Fig. 2 C, Left). Similar results were also obtained when the
abundance of nucleocapsid (N) transcripts was measured (Fig.
2 C, Right). Levels of infectious virus were determined by plaque
assay at 2 and 5 dpi. rMA-D510G– and rMA-I529T–infected lungs
had 103- and 106-fold less virus than rMA-WT–infected lungs at 2
dpi, respectively. By 5 dpi, virus was detected at high levels in the
lungs of mice infected with rMA-WT, while rMA-I529T virus was
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Fig. 2. D510G and I529T result in attenuation in vivo. hDPP4-KI mice were infected i.n. with WT and mutant MERS-CoV and daily weight changes and survival
were as shown at a nonlethal dose of 200 PFU (n = 4 to 6 mice per group) (A) and a lethal dose of 1,000 PFU (n = 6 to 8 mice per group) (B). Lungs of infected
mice were harvested and homogenized at the specified time point for RNA isolation and qRT-PCR for (C) viral genomic RNA as measured by ORF1a and N
transcripts relative to HPRT (n = 5 to 7 mice per group per time point) or (D) determination of viral titers by plaque assay (n = 5 mice per group). Statistical
significance for survival analysis was determined by log-rank (Mantel–Cox) test, where ***P < 0.001 (B). Statistical significance was determined by two-tailed
Student’s t test, where *P < 0.05 (C and D). Data points represent mean and error bars represent SEM in weight curves. Bars represent mean and geometric
mean while error bars represent SEM and geometric SD in C and D, respectively. (E and F) hDPP4-KI mice were infected i.n. with 1,000 PFU of WT or mutant
virus. Lungs were harvested at 4 dpi for H&E staining. (E) Summary scores for edema and inflammation (n = 6 to 8 mice per group). Bars represent mean and
error bar represent SEM. Statistical significance was determined by two-tailed Student’s t test, where *P < 0.05. (F) Representative H&E staining of lungs
demonstrating lung edema and inflammation (low magnification, 4×, Upper; high magnification, 20×; Lower). Asterisks indicate edema and arrows point to
regions with hypercellularity. (Scale bars, 525 μm in 4× and 105 μm in 20×.)
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mostly cleared from the lungs, as low levels of virus were detected
only rarely. rMA-D510G virus-infected mice had virus levels in-
termediate to those of rMA-WT and rMA-I529T (Fig. 2D). H&E
staining revealed significantly more edema (exudate in alveolar
spaces) as a sign of diffuse alveolar damage and hypercellularity,
in rMA-WT–infected lungs when compared to lungs infected with
either rMA-D510G or rMA-I529T (Fig. 2 E and F). In summary,
these results indicate that the S protein mutations that were se-
lected during the Korean outbreak resulted in substantial virus
attenuation, at least in mice.

rMA-I529T Induces Minimal Inflammatory Responses and Protects
Mice from Lethal rMA-WT Challenge. Given the variability in clini-
cal disease and kinetics of virus clearance after infection with the
three viruses, we next examined the host immune responses in
mice infected with rMA-WT and the two variants. The expres-
sion in the lung of several proinflammatory cytokines and che-
mokines at 2 and 5 dpi in mice infected with 1,000 PFU of rMA-
WT or its variants revealed an initial immune response that was
greatest in mice infected with rMA-WT. We observed significant
reduction in the expression of interferon (IFN)-I (IFN-α and
IFN-β), CCL5, ISG15, TNF, and CCL2, but not IFN-γ, when
rMA-D510G– or rMA-I529T–infected mice were compared to
those infected with rMA-WT (Fig. 3A). Upon analysis of immune
cell infiltration at 4 dpi (gating strategy shown in SI Appendix,
Fig. S2), we found significantly fewer infiltrating neutrophils
(CD45+CD11b+Ly6G+) and inflammatory monocytes-macrophages
(IMM; CD45+CD11b+Ly6G−Ly6Chi) in the lungs of rMA-I529T–
compared to rMA-WT–infected mice (Fig. 3 B–E). The fre-
quency and number of plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDC;
CD45+CD11b−CD11c+Siglec H+) in the lungs were similar in
rMA-WT– and mutant-infected mice while there were more
CD11b− DCs (CD45+CD11b−CD11c+MHC class II+) and alve-
olar macrophages (AM; CD45+CD11b−CD11c+Siglec F+) in the
lungs of rMA-I529T–infected mice when compared to rMA-WT–
and rMA-D510G–infected mice (SI Appendix, Fig. S3).
Since the rMA-I529T variant infected mice without causing

clinical disease and with only minimal inflammatory cytokine in-
duction, immune cell infiltration, and histopathological changes
(Figs. 2 and 3), we tested whether rMA-I529T was a potential live-
attenuated vaccine candidate. For this purpose, hDPP4-KI mice
were intranasally (i.n.) immunized with 1,000 PFU of rMA-I529T.
This elicited a virus-specific antibody response (Fig. 4A, pre-
challenge). We then challenged these and mock-immunized mice
with a lethal dose of rMA-WT (1,000 PFU) at 28 d post-
immunization. Mock-immunized mice succumbed to the infection;
however, rMA-I529T-immunized mice showed no weight loss and
all survived lethal challenge (Fig. 4B). Infectious virus was not
detected in the lungs of rMA-I529T-immunized mice at 2, 5, and 7
dpi (Fig. 4C). We also measured levels of neutralizing antibodies
by plaque reduction neutralization test (PRNT50) assay at 2, 5, and
7 d postlethal rMA-WT challenge. Neutralizing antibody levels did
not change appreciably after challenge when compared to the
prechallenge samples but were significantly higher in rMA-
I529T–immunized mice than in mock-immunized mice (Fig. 4A).
Together, these results suggest that the diminished host immune
response following attenuated rMA-I529T infection was sufficiently
robust to protect mice from subsequent lethal rMA-WT challenge.

African Mutations on Spike Have Minimal Effects in Virulence.
MERS-CoV widely infects camels in Africa but no human clinical
disease has been recorded. Recombinant MERS-CoV expressing
the East African S protein on an EMC/2012 background are
modestly attenuated in vitro (26). We introduced mutations from
Burkina Faso (BF), Morocco (Mor), and Nigeria (Nga) (clade C1)
and Ethiopia (Ethi-118S, Ethi-126S) (clade C2) isolates into the
MA S protein (Table 1), as described for the South Korean mu-
tations. Upon transfection into cells, all mutated S proteins were

expressed and cleaved (SI Appendix, Fig. S4A). The effects of
these mutant S proteins on viral entry were determined utilizing
VSV-pseudotyped viruses in three cell lines. The relative ability of
pseudoviruses coated with the different S proteins to enter cells
was consistent among all three cell lines. Clade C2 mutants
showed the greatest reduction in entry, followed by Nga- and Mor-
S, compared to WT-S, while BF-S entered cells as efficiently as
WT-S (Fig. 5A). Next, we examined the effects of the mutations
present in the East African and West African isolates on disease
by engineering isogenic rMA viruses expressing clade C1 and
clade C2 S proteins. After challenge with 200 PFU or 1,000 PFU,
all mutant viruses induced comparable weight loss and mortality to
rMA-WT (Fig. 5 B and C). We further measured virus titers in the
lungs of rMA-Ethi-118S– (clade C2) and rMA-BF– (clade C1)
infected mice since infection with these two viruses resulted in the
greatest differences in weight (Fig. 5B). There were no significant
differences in virus titers in mouse lungs at 2 and 5 dpi (Fig. 5D).
However, rMA-Ethi-118S and rMA-Ethi-126S formed smaller
plaques than did rMA-WT and rMA-BF viruses (SI Appendix, Fig.
S4B), consistent with the modest reduction in viral entry (Fig. 5A).

Discussion
Our results demonstrate the stark differences in evolution of the
MERS-CoV S protein that occurred in Africa, where the virus is
endemic in camels, and in Korea, where the 2015 outbreak was
initiated by a single infected patient. Throughout much of the
world, dromedary camels are infected with MERS-CoV and
spillover to human populations occurs rarely (27). MERS-CoV
that cross species to infect humans on the Arabian Peninsula are
the dominant strains prevalent in camels at the time (28). The
patient who was the source for the Korean outbreak was infected
with a MERS-CoV strain circulating in Saudi Arabia at the time.
The numbers and origins of the different camel strains and the
nature of MERS-CoV evolution in camels are not well under-
stood. When MERS-CoV crosses species to infect humans in
Africa, it only causes subclinical disease (29), as far as is known.
Our results show that while there are subtle differences in viru-
lence in isogenic viruses expressing African camel S proteins,
these differences do not appear to account for this lack of clinical
MERS in Africa. They support the notion that other factors,
such as mutations and deletions in accessory proteins such as
ORF4b (11), are major factors explaining the absence of symp-
tomatic human MERS cases in West Africa; the basis for the
lack of human transmission in East Africa will require further
investigation. Our results are also in agreement with previous
reports demonstrating no (clade C1) or modest (clade C2) ef-
fects of the African S protein mutations when compared to the
reference EMC/2012 S protein in the context of pseudoviruses or
isogenic viruses, respectively (8, 17).
In contrast, MERS-CoV in Korea evolved solely in human

populations, since the outbreak was initiated by a single infected
patient and there was no periodic reintroduction from an in-
fected zoonotic (e.g., camel) source (5). Under these conditions,
viruses are predicted to evolve to better infect humans, with
selection of mutations that enhance transmission. This evolu-
tionary process was well illustrated when SARS-CoVs isolated at
different times during the 2002 to 2003 SARS epidemic were
analyzed. Mutations that increased binding to the human ACE2
receptor were identified over time, consistent with human ad-
aptation (30). Our results with isogenic mouse-adapted viruses
expressing the Korean MERS-CoV S proteins indicate that the S
protein did not evolve to enhance virulence. Consistent with this,
modest attenuation was observed in human patients: the average
fever duration in patients infected with WT virus was generally
longer than in I529T-infected patients (6), although changes in
morbidity or mortality were not observed. These results raise the
possibility that infection of a larger number of patients might have
revealed a more profoundly attenuated phenotype. However, one
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caveat is that only 48 patients were recruited in the study in which
both clinical disease and virus sequence analysis were described
previously (5, 6). The lack of diminution in clinical severity may
have reflected infection by mixed populations of viruses encoding
both WT and mutant S sequences (31).
It is possible that the enhanced thermostability exhibited by

rMA-I529T makes viruses more durable in external or human
airway environments. Thermostability is frequently correlated with

the integrity of S protein heterodimers. MERS-CoV S proteins are
proteolytically cleaved into noncovalently associated S1 and S2
fragments, making the RBD-containing S1 fragments prone to
heat-induced shedding. S1 shedding before receptor interaction
could diminish entry; however, S1 shedding after receptor binding
is required for subsequent refolding of fusion machinery (25, 32).
It is therefore important for the virus to achieve an optimal bal-
ance in S1 shedding before and after receptor binding for efficient

Fig. 3. D510G and I520T induce less cytokines expression and lung injury. (A) hDPP4-KI mice were infected i.n. with 1,000 PFU of WT and mutant MERS-CoV.
Lungs were homogenized in TRIzol for RNA isolation and qRT-PCR at the indicated time point. Levels of cytokines and chemokines induced are shown relative
to HPRT by the ΔCt method (n = 5 to 6 mice per group per time point). Lungs from infected mice were processed for flow cytometric analysis at 4 dpi.
Frequency and number of neutrophils (B) and IMMs (C) in the lungs are shown (n = 7 to 10 mice per group). Statistical significance was determined by two-
tailed Student’s t test where *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001. Bars represent mean and error bars represent SEM. Representative flow plots
for neutrophils (D) and IMMs (E).
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entry and transmission. Whether the D510G or I529T variants
could be transmitted more stably and effectively than the parental
strain is not known, since only a small number of patients were
infected with the different variants during the 2015 Korean out-
break. Transmission might be examined in experimentally infected
animals when a useful model for studying MERS-CoV transmission
is established.
Kim et al. (6) also found that the two mutations appeared

sequentially. The more attenuated I529T mutation emerged
before the less attenuated D510G mutation (6). The I529T
mutation emerged in the index patient (P001) and was spread to
P014. P014 harbored mixed populations of viruses including WT,
I529T, D510G, and the double mutant. The D510G variant was
transferred from P014 to additional contacts. Our results show
that the I529T/D510G virus was viable but unable to form pla-
ques. The double mutant could represent an intermediary in virus
evolution in infected patients, which could be a consequence of
recombination between singly mutated viruses or could be a strain
that happened to be present in the groups of viruses (quasispecies)
that infected the patient in question. In any case, there is little
evidence that the I529T/D510G virus was transmitted efficiently
during the 2015 outbreak.
A remarkable feature of the Korean outbreak is that the at-

tenuation of the S protein occurred in only a few virus genera-
tions. This rapid selection has been postulated to reflect pressure
from the human antibody response since the variant Korean
viruses are slightly less susceptible to neutralization by MERS-
CoV polyclonal plasma (5). Arguing against a role for human
immune pressure is that no Korean should have been immune to
MERS-CoV since it was newly introduced into the country.

Fig. 4. rMA-I529T immunization protects mice from subsequent lethal rMA-WT chal-
lenge. (A) Serumwas collected at the indicated timepoint after rMA-WT lethal challenge.
PRNT50 titers were determined by plaque reduction neutralization assay. Bars represent
mean and error bars represent SEM. (B) hDPP4-KI mice were infected i.n. with 1,000 PFU
of I529T virus or mock-infected and rested for 28 d before lethal i.n. challenge with
1,000 PFU of WT virus. Daily weights and survival are shown (n = 6 to 8). Data points
represent mean and error bars represent SEM. (C) Mock- or rMA-I529T–immunized
mice were challenged with 1,000 PFU of rMA-WT. Virus titers in the lungs were
measured at the indicated times postchallenge. Data points represent geometricmean
and error bars represent geometric SD. LOD: limit of detection. Statistical significance
was determined by two-tailed Student’s t test, where **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

Table 1. Mutations in African camel S proteins compared
to EMC/2012

Residue no. Domain within S EMC BF Ethi-118S Ethi-126S Mor Nga

26 S1-NTD V A A A A A
89 S1-NTD A S . . S .
139 S1-NTD T . I I . .
158 S1-NTD D . Y Y . .
167 S1-NTD H . . . . Y
194 S1-NTD H Y Y Y . Y
390 S1-RBD S . F F . .
424 S1-RBD T I . . I .
431 S1-RBD A . . . . .
457 S1-RBD S . . . . .
495 S1-RBD L . . . . F
515 S1-RBD P . . L . .
588 S1-RBD L . . . . F
597 S1-RBD A . V V . .
626 S1-SD1 R . P P . .
677 S1-SD2 V . . . . .
773 S2-L L . . . . .
810 S2-L V . . . . .
851 S2-UH A . E E . .
856 S2-L S Y . . Y Y
884 S2-L R . . . L .
1020 S2-HR1 Q . . . . .
1158 S2-CH A S S S S L
1193 S2-SD3 A . . . . .
1200 S2-SD3 L . . . . F
1209 S2 V . . . L .
1302 S2-TM G . S S . .

. Represents no changes in amino acid compared to EMC/2012 strain.
Amino acids are identified using single-letter codes. CH, central helix; HR,
heptad repeat; L, linker region; NTD, N-terminal domain; SD, subdomain;
TM, transmembrane region/domain; UH, upstream helix (45).
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While there is some evidence for cross-reactivity between com-
mon cold coronaviruses (CCCoV) and SARS-CoV-2 (33–35),
this has not been demonstrated for MERS-CoV. Even if present,
based on the SARS-CoV-2 studies, it is unlikely that the re-
sponse to CCCoV would be sufficient to exert appreciable im-
mune pressure. Thus, we speculate that MERS-CoV in Korea
was actually adapting to enhance transmission between humans,
with attenuation as a by-product. This was only observable in the
absence of periodic introduction of zoonotic MERS-CoV. A
limitation of this study is that conclusions about attenuation were
based on studies that used mouse-adapted MERS-CoV. The
effects of apparent virus attenuation on transmission or clinical
disease cannot be validated in patient populations because
MERS-CoV was eradicated from the Korean peninsula soon
after its introduction.

These results may aid in understanding coronavirus evolution
in general. In the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, several muta-
tions on the SARS-CoV-2 S protein have been identified. Some
of these mutations appear to enhance transmission without af-
fecting virulence. One mutation, D614G, is associated with higher
infectious titers in the upper respiratory, but not the lower respi-
ratory tract of golden Syrian hamsters and with enhanced trans-
missibility (19, 36). In addition, the D614G mutation also reduced
S1 shedding and higher levels of S protein incorporated into vi-
rions (19, 36, 37). In the recently emerged B1.1.7 SARS-CoV-2
variant, 17 mutations were identified in the genome with 8 mu-
tations found on the S protein (38). This variant exhibited en-
hanced transmissibility without clear effects on virulence. N501,
one of the six residues in the receptor-binding interface, key for
binding to ACE2 (39), is mutated in B1.1.7. N501Y may enhance
human ACE2 binding (40). Of note, the N501Y mutation has

Fig. 5. Spike of African isolates mediate impaired entry but not virulence in vivo. (A) Indicated cell lines were transduced with VSV pseudoviruses expressing
MERS-CoV Spike variants as shown. At 18 h posttransduction, cells were lysed and luciferase level were measured. Bars represent mean and error bars
represent SEM (Clade C2 and C1 colored with blue and red respectively). Data are representative of three independent experiments. Statistical significance
was determined by two-tailed Student’s t test, where *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. hDPP4-KI mice were infected i.n. with WT or mutant
MERS-CoV and daily weight changes and survival are shown after infection with 200 PFU (n = 7 to 10 mice per group) (B) or with 1,000 PFU (n = 7 to 10 mice
per group) (C). Bars represent mean and error bars represent SEM in weight curves. Statistical significance for survival analysis was determined by log-rank
(Mantel–Cox) test. (D) hDPP4-KI mice were infected i.n. with WT and mutant MERS-CoV at 200 PFU. Lungs were harvested and homogenized at 2 and 5 dpi.
Virus titers were determined by plaque assay. Bars represent geometric mean and error bars represent geometric SD.
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been detected in virus populations since the beginning of the
pandemic (20, 38) but is only now becoming fixed, in context with
other S protein changes that are presumably required for the in-
creased transmissibility shown by the B1.1.7 variant.
IAV is another virus in which isolates have been extensively

sequenced and shown to exhibit variability. In general, sequence
changes are believed to commonly occur, since these viruses, like
CoV, do not have high stringency proofreading capabilities. In
response to a variety of pressures including human immune pres-
sure, IAV isolates that exhibit antigen drift but maintain virulence
are selected (41). Because of the large size of the human pool and
the potential for zoonotic introduction of recombinant and mu-
tated viruses, it is difficult to sort out the details of this process,
unlike the situation in Korea, in which MERS-CoV was introduced
only once and in Africa, in which only intercamel spread occurs.
Together, these results indicate the complex relationship of S

binding to its host cell receptor and transmissibility. SARS-
CoV-2 S protein variants appear to exhibit increased affinity
for hACE2 while the Korean S protein of MERS-CoV evolved to
have lower affinity for hDPP4 (5). Overall, the sequential emer-
gence of the two mutations during the Korean MERS outbreak
provides insight into howmutations are selected that affect virulence
and potentially transmission during a human coronavirus epidemic.

Materials and Methods
Mouse Infection. Human DPP4-KI mice were generated and propagated as
described previously (21). Both male and female mice of 6 to 10 wk of age
were used in this study. Mice were infected as described previously (42). In
brief, mice were anesthetized with ketamine-xylazine and infected i.n. with
200 PFU (nonlethal) and 1,000 PFU (lethal) of virus in 50 μL of DMEM (Gibco).
All work with MERS-CoV was performed in the University of Iowa’s Biosafety
level (BSL3) laboratories. All animal studies were approved by the University
of Iowa Animal Care and Use Committee and meet stipulations of the Guide
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (43).

Lung Harvest for Virus Titers. Mice were anesthetized by intraperitoneal in-
jection of ketamine-xylazine. Lungs were transcardially perfused with 10 mL
PBS. Lungs were removed and homogenized in 1 mL PBS. Lung homoge-
nates were clarified by centrifugation and stored at −80 °C for titering by
plaque assay on Vero 81 cells (CCL-81; ATCC) as described previously (42).

Collection of Serum. Mice were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of
ketamine-xylazine. Blood was collected through retro-orbital bleed with a
capillary tube (Fisher Scientific). Blood was allowed to clot at room tem-
perature for 30 min. Serum was clarified by centrifugation and transferred

to a new tube for storage at −80 °C. Plaque reduction neutralization assays
were performed as previously described (42).

Plaque Reduction Neutralization Test. Serum or antibody samples were serially
diluted in DMEM and mixed 1:1 with 40 PFU MERS-CoV for 1 h at 37 °C. The
mixtures were then added to Vero 81 cells for an additional 1 h at 37 °C.
After removing the culture medium, cells were overlaid with 1.2% agarose,
and cultured for 3 d. Plaques were visualized by 0.1% crystal violet staining.
PRNT50 was determined as the concentration of serum required to reduce
the number of plaques by 50% compared to control serum-exposed virus.

Lung Histology. Mice were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of
ketamine-xylazine. Lungs were transcardially perfused with 10 mL PBS.
Lungs were removed, fixed in zinc formalin and paraffin-embedded. Sec-
tions were prepared, stained with H&E, and scored in a blinded fashion (44)
for edema and inflammation with scores of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 representing
lung areas with 0%, less than 3%, 6 to 33%, 33 to 66%, and more than 66%
detectable edema and inflammation, respectively.

Lung Cell Preparation and Antibodies for Flow Cytometric Analysis. Animals
were anesthetized with ketamine-xylazine and perfused transcardially with
10 mL PBS. Lungs were removed, minced, and digested in HBSS buffer
consisting of 2% fetal calf serum, 25 mM Hepes, 1 mg/mL collagenase D
(Roche) and 0.1 mg/mL DNase (Roche) at 37 °C for 30 min. Single-cell sus-
pensions were prepared by passage through a 70-μm cell strainer. Cells were
enumerated with a Scepter 2.0 cell counter (MilliporeSigma). Cells were then
washed and blocked with 1 μg α-CD16/α-CD32 (2.4G2) antibody at 4 °C for
20 min and surface stained with the following antibodies at 4 °C for 30 min:
PE-Cy7 α-CD45 (30-F11; BioLegend); PE α-Siglec F (S17007L; BioLegend); APC
α-Siglec H (551; BioLegend); PerCP/Cyanine 5.5 α-mouse I-A/I-E (M5/114.15.2;
BioLegend); eFluor 450 α-CD11b (M1/70; eBioscience); FITC α-Ly6G (1A8;
BioLegend); APC/Cyanine 7 α-Ly6C (HK1.4; BioLegend); LIVE/DEAD Fixable
Aqua Dead Cell Stain Kit (Invitrogen). Cells were washed, fixed, and per-
meabilized with Cytofix/Cytoperm (BD Biosciences). Flow cytometric data
were acquired using a BD FACSVerse (BD Biosciences) analyzer and inter-
preted with FlowJo (Tree Star).

Statistical Analysis. A Student’s t test was used to analyze differences in mean
values between groups. All results are expressed as mean ± SEM P < 0.05
were considered statistically significant. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
Differences in mortality were analyzed using Kaplan–Meier log-rank survival
tests.

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and SI Appendix.
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